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Age : 28 Years, Occu.- Service,
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34 of the SPecific Relief
' sec. 7 of the Family Court Act

JUDGMENT.
(Delivered on : 23.09.:2017)
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The petirioner has sought declaration u/sec. 34 of Specifib ReHef Act
Sec. 7 of the Family Court Act requesting to declare that her marriage

solemnized with the respondent on 15.11.2011 has been dissolved according

to the Muslim custom and tradition by executing

Mubaratnama dated

Exh. No.13

P.B.No. L7l20Ls

13.07.2015.

It is the contention of the petitioner that her marriage was solemnized

with the respondent according to the Muslim custom and tradition

on

15.11.2011. The said marriage was registered with Registrar of Marriage at
Korba. The copy of nikahanama is filed below Exh.3.

It is the contention of

the petitioner that there are no children out of this wedloc\ Sle further
submitted that since 0L.02.2015 she and the respondent have been residing
separately and there was no point in

{rffing

their marital relation

<ing

further. The petitioner and the respondent realized that it is not possible for

them to cohabit. The petitioner and the respondent therefore, mutually
consented for talaknama. On 1g.07.2015 in presence of two witnesses Jawed

Shaikh and Akbar Bashir Shaikh they agreed to take divorce by executing
mubaratnama thereby dissolving their marriage. The petitioner has waiv";{a

her right of past, present and future maintenance. The copy of the
talaknama/mubuatnama is filed below Exh.3.
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parties were sent
The parties
The

to

Marriage Counselor. The report

ol.{Q cou

Marriage Counselor Exh.9 reveals that the parties have mutually dissolved

their marriage by executing mubaratnama and are willing for a declaration
from court. The affidavit of the petitioner Exh.10 supports her pleading. The
respondent also filed his affidavit at Exh.1L, thereby giving admission to all

the contention of the petitioner. Vide Exh.1L, the respondent deposed that

on 13.07.2015 in presence of two witnesses he and the respondent have
dissolved their marriage by way of ffrrbaratnama. The respondent deposed

that he gives admission for the declaration that by way of mubaratnama hii
marriage dated 15.11.2011 was dissolved on 13.07.2015.

P.B.No. L7/20ts
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3. In view of all the above said circumstances it apPearl that, the
petirioner and the respondent both have mutually and voluntarily dissolved
their marriage on 13.07.2015 by way of executing mubaratnama in
accordance

with the Muslim custom and tradition

Hence, I proceed to pass the following order
:-r..

ORDER
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It is hereby declared that vide mubaratnama dated L3.07-2015
the marriage between the petitioner and the respondent is
dissolved as per Muslim custom and uadition.
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